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This exhibition features original artworks by

internationally acclaimed artists STATIC

(welikestatic), Paul Luke and Natasha

Clarke, who have all created large-scale

installations around Doncaster.

 

Re-vision is curated by Art of Protest

Projects and The Point. Art of Protest

Projects is a team of creatives who focus

on transforming spaces. They deliver a

variety of experiences from carefully

curated pop-up events and festivals to

large scale exterior murals and park

redesigns.
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About The Point

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Point use each exhibition to inspire

family workshops, local schools and groups

that meet in the building. The gallery space

is incredibly flexible and they have

transformed the walls into a giant comic

book, created a double-height enormous

sand elephant and filled the space with

inflatable microbes, amongst many other

things! 

 

The Gallery at The Point shows between

four and six exhibitions per year, attracting

nationally significant exhibitions such as

‘Matisse: Drawing with Scissors’ a Hayward

Touring exhibition from Southbank Centre

and the Tate/Royal Galleries of

Scotland/Artist Rooms’ Bill Viola exhibition.

 

To find out more about The Point please

visit www.thepoint.org.uk
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http://www.thepoint.org.uk/


About Art of Protest 

Projects

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art of Protest Projects was founded by Jeff

Clark with the goal of making art more

accessible and engaging.

Through installations of large street murals,

community involved events and city centre

take overs, AOP brings exciting art to a

range of audience.

A recent installation includes the 'Guardians

of York' Project. The project celebrates the

‘guardians’ of the city, specifically the key

workers who helped keep York in motion at

a time when the city and the world came to

a standstill during a global pandemic. Their

mission is to elevate these wonderful

humans through street art. 
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STATIC
(welikestatic)
Tom Jackson &

Craig Evans
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STATIC

Founded in 2006 in a derelict block of flats,     

 S T A T I C have worked with a number of

international galleries and have painted murals in

the UK and as far away as Japan.

They have been based in London since 2008

and as well as being founding members of

Wood Street Walls, spent 2 months renovating

a disused school building to create a shared

workspace - Wood Street Studios - which

opened its doors in 2017.
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https://www.woodstreetwalls.co.uk/
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Natasha

Clarke
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Natasha Clarke

Natasha Clarke is a young artist from and living

in Doncaster. Her creative practice focuses on

representing marginalised groups and

investigating themes around identity politics and

dual heritage. Her work often showcases black

female beauty and power.

As well as working as a practising artist,

Natasha is studying for an MA in Curation

Practices. Recent shows she has curated

include ‘ArtFest:2020’, which exhibited more

than 20 artists from the BAME community and

Leeds Arts University students. Natasha’s mural

features Olivia Jones who founded Black Lives

Matter Doncaster.
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Paul

Luke
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Paul Luke

Doncaster artist Paul Luke is a visual artist and

lecturer, teaching Fashion Management and

Communication at Sheffield Hallam University.

Paul teaches across the BA (Hons) Fashion

Management & Communication curriculum with

a particular focus on the communication of

fashion concepts and narratives through

innovative delivery techniques.

He also works with external professional clients

to contextualise key impacting issues within the

discipline. These have included Adidas, H&M,

Arcadia, Dior and Sony Music. His recent

research topic investigated the subject of

dynamic delivery teaching techniques, resulting

in a nationwide campaign in collaboration with

mental health charity Mind.
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Street art by

STATIC, Natasha

Clarke and Luke

Paul.
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